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www.arvindhuptatoys.com/toys.html

☑️ Step-by-Step
Photo Guide

☑️ Detailed
Worksheet

See 1 minute video at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cJWfuar5Sus&feature=plcp
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MATERIALS
- Tape pins to cups to make stand for candle
- Matchbox
- Long candle
- Needle
Sharpen Candle to expose Wick

Candle with wick on both sides

Poke needle at the centre of the candle

weight of candle equal on both sides of needle
Tape long safety pins to cups and make stands.

Place Needle in Pins
Light candle from both sides and wait for a while.

Wax drops from both ends of candle, shifting weight.

...and seesaw is set in motion.

Adult supervision recommended.
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Enjoy seesaw ride!!
AND A SEE-SAW MOTION WILL SET IN.

AS THE WAX DROPS FROM BOTH ENDS

LIGHT CANDLE AT BOTH ENDS.

PLACE THE ENDS OF THE PINS IN THE EYES OF NEEDLE.

TO MAKE A STAND, PINS ON TWO CLIPS, TOPE LONG SAFETY TAPE.

EQUALLY BALANCED ON BOTH SIDES OF THE NEEDLE, THE CANDLE SHOULD BE.

POKE A NEEDLE THROUGH THE MIDDLE OF THE CANDLE.

TO EXPOSE WICK, SHARPEN THE BASE OF THE CANDLE.
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Saw.
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Safety Pins.